
APPENDIX TWO

`TRANSCRIPTS OF AUDIO-TAPE RECORDED INTI RVIEWS

CONVENTIONS:

The headings Ethnographer: and Informant: indicate the exchanges taking place.

Material in square brackets I 	 I indicates where the interviewer provides directions

for understanding the point being made.

Pauses in the dialogue are indicated by three full stops („ and are included as

evidence of interruptions to the free flow of talk which, from time-to-time may be open

to interpretation concerning the signifie4 nce of die topic being considered.

Paragraphs are alphanumerically labelk d to facilitate references. from within the body

of the thesis, to parts of the transcripts.
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Informant A: Ilead of the Department  

Initial approach l'or iniOrmation on current innovation.

Informant: IA011 Under the general umbrella of educational development, we've got

firstly, historically, an audio-visual service Ilndicating a rough diagram being sketched

to outline a taxonomy of functions', 	 guys rushing around out there, and so on,

so yt.ni know all about that; it's fairly standard: and one little ofl-shoot of that is that we

are running a service Cor secondary and primary schools; helping them to fix their

equipment: and that, to me is part of the, .	 :you like, underpinning the philosophy

of the whole department,

1A021 The second area involves graphic art; this was an off-shoot of the audio-visual; it

started (Was assistance with preparation of overhead projections and slides, and Otis

became a development with its own momentum: and is pushing now into much more

high quality products; and then into computer aided graphics.

1A021 And then an off-shoot or that is desk-top publishing; which is the next step on

from word-processing. We can actuall y take a word-processed tile and we can prepare

it straight Cor publication.

[A031 This is a fairly important part of the development that we do at the moment.

The other bits of the department: 	 if I drew a dotted line down there: . 	 this (the

first section1 might be called technical; so the people who are involved in this area are

technical people.

1A041 The other hall of the department are academic people. It is the academic area

which is the new development in this development,

IA051 One of them is the media lecture: which is photography; a bit or video; presenta-

tion school: and the other one is the learning centre. This is almost a brand-new

initiative 'the learning centrel started in '85: CITHC funded; and we developed it really

from scratch,

1A061 And then things like FY., IFnglish as a Second Language'; Basic Science: Math-

ematics !within the learning centre!.
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Ethnographer: 1A07E1 I've been over mere .. looking for this office . . I've had a.

brief look.

Informant: 1A071 All of this, put together, is what DEE) is 'Department of

Educational Development'. There is title overlap between people . who work in th's

area and this 'indicating die division between audio-visual functions and learning

centre functions'

1A081 But ‘Aihat I'm trying to do is regard the DED as a department and see if m can't

make some of these areas mutually supporting.

1A091 It may be that's where your inteL!'st lies. I don't know,	 the actual develop-

ment in how to make this sort of deveknment run: the dynamics of the department.

Ethnographer Yes.

Informant: Is that enough on the Depalment? .

Ethnographer: Basic structure, yes.

Informant: Would },ou like to interject ,:itiestions?

Ethnographer: IA MEI Yes, certainly.... Where did it all begin!

Informant: IA 101 Historicaily, in about 1973, it started with the Audio-Visual Section.

Perhaps one of the other functions I've orgotten to mention is staff development: and

again this is a fairly standard EDU or F DV function.

Ethnographer: Yes.

Informant: 1A II 1 I mention that becat,se that was in the initial brief in '73. So (hat if

).01.1 like, this stream, this staff development continued up until '86: \Afien the then head

of department was moved on to a ... what is known as the Institute Planning Office:

and I was brought in as an ex-chemist, lit° the head of department position.

1Al21 So that is the historical continuation of it. That stream .. and it was in '8( or

'85: around that time, there is a bit o *a grey area when he was away on leave ard

was brought in as acting head and all that sort of business .. . it was in that time ve

started on this new area here Iindicatitg learning centre I.
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Ethnographer: 1A13F1 How much was the decision making that took place about this.

... located at Council level?

Informant: 1A 13J Very little I think, it was due to a combination of things: the Iirst

was that the existing head of department saw his career somewhere else: and in fact

applied Ibr, and got, the planning officer's job:

the second driving Ibrce here was the 	 what I see as the general uncertainty about

educational development departments across the whole country they are not quite

sure what they are doing and where they are: and there is a change in philosophy going

on as well:

thirdly, this question of participation and equity, the new CTEC funding scheme 0-or

disadvantaged students.

IA141 Putting those three things in the melting pot, and having lily position as coordi-

nator of the participation and equity scheme going at that time, it just seemed to be a

sort of a natural step for the directorate to ask me to move into DED,

IA 5 1 So it was at the .. at the assistant director . . as the final lever in this, and it

didn't require an act of Council.

The Council were notified later.

Ethnographer: IA 16E1 Is that assistant director still on campus?

Informant: IA 161 Yes, He is now the acting director, and has „ he'll be hot

favourite for the vacant director's position.

Ethnographer: IA 17F I When will that come up do you think?

Informant: 1A171 Interviews are being carried out at this very moment.

Ethnographer: 1A18F1 So, in actual fact, this shows a lot of support at a very high

level.

Informant: IA 181 Yes.

That is one of the reasons why the department has done well over the last couple or

wars.

IA 191 Not only the acting director. but at least two of the heads of school, and several

of the heads of departments are all very supportive of the things we are doing...,
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1A201 It does have full support of the Louncil as well, although they were not the

initiators.

Ethnographer: 1A2 IF I When you say you were coordinator of PEP program, what

other sorts of things were .you involved ir at that time when people decided you should

be targeted in this direction?

Informant:0211 Initially I was Senior Lecturer in Chemistry _ and then the PEP

program was just about to be launched n ■.ve were funded from Canberra: and in

the dying months of '84, to assist them to set up a few of the guidelines, I was to be

placed en the program, and I was asKed to do that full time _ so a period of

September, October, November, December, . 	 perhaps, yes, those live months, I was

released from the Chemistry department. I became full-time coordinator of these

activities on this campus and this was in conjunction with Nepean College in Sydney.

Ethnographer: 1A22E1 So \\fiat was the c onnection with Nepean

Informant:0221We were both filmic(

Ethnographer: 1A23E1 Two people?

Informant: 1A23I Yes, myself and Kei h McPherson from Nepean. Both were givcn

about 90,000.00 from the Clovernmeht, to start to set up programs, to help set the

tone, if ,o1,1 like, to Participation and Ecuity„

1A241 So that was my position just before the EDD position became vacant. And I

guess it is a lot of serendipity that there two things occurred at the same time: and I

was not an audio-visual person: nor a graphic art person: nor a media person in any

way. Al of my experience had been straight academic work.... and my commitment

to first year and disadvantaged students.

Ethnographer: IA24F1 Can we say a little more then about your perceptions of We

academic stream and which way the will be developing ... you've mentioned We

department as it is now: it emphasise! . ESL„ Basic Science, and Maths Education
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disadvantaged students On campus ... and photography programs; media development

progra his.

Informant: 1A241 There ibr the general body of students 	 the elective program

Ethnographer: IA25E1	 . and the overall learning centre concept ... is this to

facilitate access?

Informant: IA 25 I Very m cleft so. We have received I  something in excess 0

$220,000.00 now from CTEC through grants, which we have put into the learning

centre. And we started virtually with nothing. At the moment we've got one full-time

lecturer, a half-time tutor, some tractional time tutors, and about eight student mentors

who are senior students from across the campus who come and work with us for a

couple of hours.

Ethnographer 1A26F1 Where did that idea come from? ... Having student mentors?

Informant: IA261 It arose out of the environment of the times. It's part ()lour holistic

philosophy towards what I call intervention strategies and what I'm trying to do is link

together ...

1A271 I'm trying to work on this device I call an intervention strategy model, which

talks in terms of three variables:

under learning and learning strategies; things which I have to wry carefully target: liar

example:

firstly, the target of the intervention;

are we looking at an individual student: a group or students; a support service group:

institution or the general community? So I am being very broad in my definition of

what is a learning centre. So it isn't just students; it can be staff, support staff, or in

fact more into the families of students.

[A281 I think we have to very carefully define what is the purpose of our intervention:

is it a remedial intervention; is it a preventative intervention, which is in parallel with

lectures: or a developmental and broadening function involving all of those.

1A291 And finally the method of the intervention: is it myself; an agent of myself; or an

educational technology.
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(A301 So what I am trying to do is take a broad picture of what it is to intervene in the

students' learning process.

1A311 Nov, one of these elements, if you like 1referring to scratch diagram1, in this

cube was driven by the need that we have a lot of students who want repetitive work:

language training: "Good morning" and they all repeat "Good morning .. „" that sort

of stuff,

1A321 It is absolutely ludicrous to use myself, or a teacher; so we brought in student

mentors at some small allowance per l our to actually have conversations with the

students; to carry out repetitive function) of the language. And these student mento7s

have become very important: their functions broadened since the conversation days.

They allow us, by training student mentors, to then reach out to about eighty students,

something which is absolutely impossible iOr one individual to do,

1A331 This _ just as an aside, this has ia.(1 the effect of really increasing the ability of

the mentors. As they come in, helping other students, they have to brush up on their

own work. So it's been a very useful scheme 1ir us in a number of ways.

1A341 Along, with that talk about educational technolog,y, _ . again using the same

philosophy, we're looking at a lot of irdividuals, we might be looking at ISO people

who are involved with our learning Cell re: Oilier in a remedial or a preventative type

situation. And that would be impossible by myself or with agents.

(A351 So we wheel in educational technology in the form of the very patient computer;

the interactive video: and the interactive audio station. And I'm doing a lot of

developmental work with a staff dew lopment officer on this„ And we're working

particularly in the area. of language, s)me report writing, and \,ku're now starting to

work on basic science. Our latest p'oject, for example, is blood pressure: blood

pressure measurements ibr nurses who have had very little basic science. So that in

the pre-lab. session, by which they are taught what the apparatus looks like, what the

sounds are like, and so it's a pre-lab. pi mntative session, so they don't go into the lab.

blind. So as much as possible, we are trying to introduce the technology in those sorts

of situations.
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1A361 We are also moving into word processing, for disadvantaged students, we've got

about six or sewn word processors now: the students come in for report writing skills.

The first thing we ask them to do is enter it onto the program, print a copy, and then

we start to work with it. This has had, again, enormous effects on kids, just as they see

their work come up in typed form, they can talk about it intelligently, make changes

which take very little time to make, and then, another copy comes out.

1A371 I suppose there is a hidden agenda as well there, which is to introduce all of

these students to technology to show them that it is not to be brightened of, as there is

a lot of antipathy toward technology, and these kids get early use of the computer and

seem to get much benefit from it,

Ethnographer: 1A3811 The blood pressure measurement unit	 what is the nature

of that: is it video?

Informant: 1A381 It's called interactive audio: and just to describe that for a moment:

there is a microcomputer, a screen, keyboard, with attached to it, a very high

quality tape recorder: often with an amplifier !Or a group of students. The microcom-

puter drives the tape and the tape introduces the topic of blood pressure, and as the

voice is heard talking through the headphones we've got a series of graphics that come

up so that the key words are highlighted, the equipment is shown in schematic form,

then on the tape we've got a series of actual recorded heart beats; and these are

sounds you hear through a stethoscope ... all these sounds are recorded; the student

then gets experience listening to the sounds and looking at the typical values which are

read on the monitor, Directly after that the student goes into a prac, class and carries

this function out, We've had enormous success with this.

1A391 We're going to extend this interactive audio into such areas as counselling

over the telephone; for line counsellors where all of their cues have to come aurally:

and so we're going to develop this technology. Obviously there are developments in

music, music education,

1A401 We've got something called interactive video as well, which you may have seen

The interactive bit in the audio and video is that: in audio the cues are aural, in
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Informant A: Head of the Department

video the cues are optic as well . „ the interactive bit is that you can go back over the

program until you get it right, ... It's a very exciting technique really. It is infinitely

pane HI.

Ethnographer: 1 A4 1 E 1 What are you prospects for further funding? You have

$220000M so far.

Informant: 1A411 We've just got an extra $13.000.00, .just in the last couple of days;

and that s the last funding fi g the '85;86;87 triennium. Iwas asked to go to Canberra

about two months ago to talk about the next triennium; and I delivered this seminar'

paper to the Commission of. CTEC: t iking, about the future directions; and I was

pushing this holistic view, the whole inteiventionist strategy. I kvas a little bit concerned

about the buckshot approach, they see . ned to be funding quite disparate programs;

and I think, resulting, from this, there may be a slightly new direction Ibr participation

and equity in the next triennium, and I'm pretty sure that we will be funded for

another triennium. Not the same amount of money but there will be continuing

support ior us; \ve've got very good relations with the commissioners of CTEC.

Ethnographer: 1A42E1 Are there ke figures in CTEC whom you could name as

people who have been particularly influential in this regard?

Informant: 1A421 Yes. The person we worked directly with is Karen Bissett I

found her to be a most intelligent person. I also worked with Carol Ey; and the other

lady we were talking to at the time was Janet Gough-Watson: from the TAFF area:

she really was an observer, but we're very keen on Institute/ Tale relationships here,

and I think she is going to be a key person in the future to work with. These are the

people We deal directly with.

1A421 Their immediate superior is Farce Hennessy and we don't usually get to speak

with 1...anee, although we did 	 he gets down to visit us once or twice.

1A431 In Volume One of the CTEC Report this year there is going to be a bit on

these sorts of affairs, written by John I oppley the registrar from Griffith Uniwrsity. .

He visited us at least once or twice looking at what we had done: he was making, a
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report and some evaluations I think. So if you want to chase that Volume One of

CTEC it will be helpful.

Ethnographer: (A44E I What sorts of arguments do .wu put up against the "buck-shot

approach'?

Informant: 1A441 I would talk in terms of efficiency and effectiveness which are the

catch words of the day. It seems to me that this sort of idea that people have come up

with projects to catch money, are not as valuable as the more concerted approach. I

don't like the idea that an institution might have one project going: when the project

funds dry up, so does the project..

IA451 I'm much more in favour of projects which are seeded by CTI .;X: which the

institute will then pick up the bill for a bit later. And it seems to me, to have that

occur, we need a much more thoughtful approach to participation and equity. You

have to think of schemes which in themselves, of course they must be very good

ideas, but which will very soon become an integral part of the program. And this to

me seems to negate very radical schemes like, for example, you may have heard of

Sydney University's Succeed Program; where they got a considerable amount of money

to put ten students through university.

1A461 The idea of that was that they would act as role models. But to me, that is not

based on enough thought. What role model are you looking at? You are looking at a

student from a disadvantaged background with total funding, and support from the

university, getting a degree. So your role model says: if I am to be a student, I need

total funding and support from the university to get through. So it doesn't work, It is

doomed to failure. And that is also what I call a spiked approach: you get a very small

number of students and you try to push them through. I much prefer the broad band

approach where you say: look on this campus we've got 500 students from ethnic

backgrounds; if we can work to get a language program going, to which students will

not feel threatened when they come, and we can entice, somehow, senior students to

start working with them, then this thing will have a life of its own after the funding
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disappears. And this is precisely what has happened. The college says this is a terrific

idea, here is a certain amount of money to keep it running. I feel like it is raising the

whole game by half a point rather than implementing a spiked effect. So, but, again,

this is becoming a little bit fragmented.

Ethnographer: IA47E,I No, actually, in my mind it is starting to come together

because; in one sense, we've got the rational actor model: putting up reasons for action

on the basis of the literature and on the basis of personal philosophy: values maximis-

ing in the decision making: in terms of • ‘tudents from disadvantaged backgrounds, and

so on. And the program is seeded, and gets under way, but what in fact you are

working towards, it seems to me, is . . . and once again, this is a very valuable \vay to

proceed, a positive way to proceed, . is a recognition of the organizational or

bureaucratic nature of the organization that you have; you in fact are then moving

towards a bureaucratization of the innovation, letting the power of the bureaucracy

take over, to keep it in place, to keep it intact.

IA4. 8E I And just as a matter of comment. on the basis of where I stand now, that's

making use of a two-pronged move in procedure, and I am wondering where the third

of my concerns comes in which is the notion of politics; the bargaining which goes on

in these situations. I guess it's in there somewhere, as well, and the prospects look

good for exploring it.

Informant: IA48I Yes, there are two tpes of bargaining of course: one is outside the

institute: with CTEC for their mone y. l'he other one is within the Institute where \ou

try to get an intervention program going. so you start to interfere with Other people's

students. And this is not as easy as it S4 muds.

IA491 There are _ . there is a bit of defence _ and that's why I say we've been very

fortunate in having the support of a nix nber ui' heads of departments who have opened

their departments up to us and made us an integral part of their teaching process.

Ethnographer: IA50E1 Was there a p ocess inolwd in getting that to happen?

Informant: 1A501 Yes,

Ethnographer: 1A5IE I What would ou say kkas the process?
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Informant: 1A5 t I Again, a little serendipity. One (..)1 the things I did prior to l984, was

I did a 13.A. at this Institute. So I was lecturing in the chemistry department and I was

a part-time student as well; and I got to know people in the humanities department

very \ye 1 I And when this project came up they supported me in my application for the

position of coordinator; ... and having done that . .1chuckle1 I said right, you

supported it, now can I start to touch base with your students? And they were actually'

very happy with it; because they had known me at a personal level, what I was on

about, my philosophies, and the department I was now in was able to give them the

appropriate support. I don't think they would have been that willing with a stranger.

So, in a way, I was very lucky that that channel had already been put there.

1A521 The second channel, of course, was through the sciences. I had been heavily

involved in the design of the new medicine course; it was one of my duties when I was

in the science area. And when that came on stream, I just called in a few favours

there, I said, well, I'm really interested in this, where can I be of assistance? And now

we see up to forty of their intake students per war.

1A5:31 I run summer schools, bridging courses, and most of my free time now, is spent

on an individual basis with mature-age students in a remedial type situation. So again.

a little bit of serendipity, but also a working along established routines, in your terms

wwking through the bureaucracy, but having the runs on the board.

1A541 And the final area that has just come up is occupational health and safety where

again I was involved in a peripheral way in setting up this course, but mainly because

of my experience with mature-age nurses; they've asked me to look after the mature-

age occupational health students in a remedial sense, which is where I 'in off to at three

o'clock.

IA55I So rill making the department, partly di rough me, personally. and through my

lecturers and tutors, become an integral part of the learning process for identifiable

groups of students: mature-age nurses; mature-age occupational health people:

English-as-a-second-language students and students of written and oral communication:
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all in some way. have, as a component of their course, a visit to EI)D or a visit from

EDD to them.

Ethnographer: 1A56E1 Rut, it's not going to stop, is it? And so. what do you .. I

mean, you can't do everything . can Noti r There is going to come a time when you will

have to make extra appointments [extra stall".

Informant: 1A561 Again, my philosophy on this, is that I'm using myself as a seeding

person. I get certain programs going, fcr example, the summer school in basic science

for nursing f ran this sear for five days. Next sear I will use the hall-time tutor We 're

training, up to that: so she will slip into hat position and I will do something ese. I'm

justillOng the need tOr the position, rill setting the course going, writing the notes, and

doing all of that; and then I'm putting ft what I call an agent of the principal to keep it

going. So in that way I can't do everyth rig, but I don't intend to. I intend to make the

position, justify it, and then put someon. on. It's worked so far, I hawn't been caught

out on it so far.

1A571 There are problems	 there are some students who demand to see tne

[personally' and if I refer them to the centre, they get a little bit upset,

Ethnographer: IA58E1 How would you quantify the impact on the institute? Have

you reached into a quartet of the lust lute? Half of the Institute? How would you

quantify that?

Inibrmant: 1A581 Are we talking about the department or the learning centre'?

Ethnographer: 1A59E1 Well, the lear ling centre itself; or the department possibl,,,

don't know.

In1brmant:1A591 I have to be a bit careful here because the technical side reaches the

whole Institute ... the media section would service two departments with an extension

into perhaps a couple more; staff development would touch odd lecturers in odd

departments: very unsatisfactory from ny poini of view,

1A601 The learning centre tends to concentrate on those areas into which disad-

vantaged students come. Now you got to realise that, as with Phillip, FIT is an

umbrella over a number of disparate (kpartments. Physical Education and Recreation
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have no disadvantaged students: neither does Business Studies, Tourism, Hotel and

Catering Management :, so wr,;" v‘uuld see very few of those students,

1A611 But in Science. Nursing, Mathematics, particularly with English; Engineering

with English; Humanities with English and report writing; Multicultural Studies course:

we see a lot of' those students. In terms of numbers: maybe 100 in the language area:

maAbe another 50 in basic science and mathematics. So we are looking, and these

are not one-off contacts, these are fairly intimate contacts, with 150 students out of a

bod y of 4,500 EFT students. When you work a percentage out on that, thai doesn't

mean much: but you really have to subtract departments like Phys Ed. So we might be

reaching 150 out of 2,000. Maybe 150 out of 1,6()O. About 10%.

Ethnographer: 1A62F1 But still a majority of departments,

Informant: 1A621 Yes, quite a number of departments, yes. Partly I think because of

the nature of our clientele in the Western Region and partly because of the thrust

toward participation and equity: that there is added money given if :),.ou take students in

from non-traditional backgrounds; no doubt Phillip gets some of this as well.

Ethnographer: IA63F,1 I have two observations to make about that:

it may only be a matter of time before you get similar sorts of students in Hotel

Management ...

the blood pressure unit is available for all students not just li)r remedial students and

there might come a time when you reach into every aspect of every department.

Informant: 1A631 think you're onto me again! I don't want to limit the learning

centre to disadvantaged students. I've been talking to John Clanchy and his problem is

lifting students from second-class honour level to a first class honour level. That I

should have such a problem! And I think, really that the learning centre should be

looking at all ranges of students who want to lift their game a bit. So I'm quite happy

to look at any student: with limited resources, of course, we have to concentrate our

first programs on the disadvantaged student.
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IA64I As you have accurately said, the b . 00d pressure unit is used by all students. It

was designed with disadvantaged student  in mind , but they use 150 students on that

one piece of apparatus now The report , vriting interactive video we made is now used

by all students in written and oral commuiiication: 450 students. And I am sure CTEC

would not mind that money for disadvantaged students ‘Aas being used more widely.

Ethnographer: IA65E1 But, in terms of the governance of your entire Institute, it does

have implications: it does point a direction for HT that might take place: ... that the

whole institution will move from a traditional model of education to something

different arising out of this kind of innovation.

Informant: (A65 I This is in fact happening , six months ago we took the sta:1

development officer and put him ful l -time onto what we call technology-based

education; as a trial. He is the one volo has developed the interactive audio and

interactive video. It looks, on the basis (-la meeting held last night, that he will be lull-

time there forever. So what you are suvesting is, I think, going to come true.

Ethnographer: IA66EI You see, vve've tad deliberate attempts to make different Sorts

of universities and different sorts of collq2es: we've said: Let's throw out the old model:

let's build the new building around in a circle: rearrange traditional

faculties/ departments; the hierarchy, et( ., etc. And they haven't necessarily succeeded:

... but it may be that changes can takc place, but from within, and such that FIT will

be an entirely different sort of place An-tiler down the track, than one would have

predicted, say five years ago.

Informant: IA661 There are a lot of tLings laid over the top of that as well. As you

are aware, both FIT and Phillip started as technology-based places: we started very

heavily in engineering and science; we didn't have any business studies: certainly no

teacher ed.; and now the centre of gravity has moved across the campus quite radically.

IA671 The numbers are in business: i s by far the biggest faculty. Very strong Phys.

Ed.: huge nursing school. The ii are now a very considerable

minoriry: so FIT is changing: in philo .;ophy; the nature of the clientele: the nature of
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the services that have to be provided to them. The thing that you, I think, are

highlighting will be yet another of those sorts of changes which I think may come in

response to that changing clientele. I'm pretty sure we won't recognise FIT in ten

years.

Ethnographer: 1A68E1 Raising the question of documentation: is there a committee?

...a management committee?

Informant: 1A681 No: . we've been running a little ad hoc as it were: there is an

educational development department committee set up but it has never met. I've been

working with the people in the department and using them as internal sounding

boards.

Ethnographer: 1A69F J So you are an autonomous department?

Informant: 1A691 Yes. With again the caveat that I work in the academic services

area, which is computing: largely student services, counselling and EDF), and I use the

lour heads of those departments very much as a sounding board as So it's sort of

autonomous but there is sort of a moderating through these people. And it's, I think

it's been a useful wa y to run	 . because I haven't needed direction from people from

other departments because they've had 110 experience with this new thrust.

Ethnographer: 1A70E I Linkage to governance can slow dam the implementation rate

I think the theory in the literature substantiates that .

Intbrmant:1A701 I'd like to have claimed to have read that: lcillowed that rule, but it

was really a gut feeling. Some of the things rive were doing may have run into difficulty

with a committee ruling but we were doing it more parochially. For example, the

movement into the media area is a movement of an academic service area into

teaching., and traditionally that had been opposed.

IA7 lI Because I haven't gone to a governing committee ., we've now established this

department as a teaching department, with the ramifications that flow from that. I

think it's been for all of the department: it has given a slightly different direction',

certainly a raised status and a better working basis. But I don't want to give the

impression of some sort of Rambo character rushing away unbridled: it has been
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always, at each stage, a discussion with lie other academic service departments and at

particular times with the head of department or the department most intimately.

connected with that area. For example with John Melzren, I talk at length with him

about the politics .

Ethnographer (A72E I So, in order tiur me to get the total picture I think I need to

get around and talk to these people. TI‘ev are all on campus?

Informant: 1A721 Yes, you can certainly speak to a number of other people about

EDD and their views of it: I would certainly be behind that.

Ethnographer: 1A73F1 But in terms )L documented reasons, there wouldn't be MUJ1

Informant: 1A731 Very little: it tends to be word of mouth: I suppose counselling:

people sitting with friends: making sug g estions: would you like to try this? and so on

Yes, we will support you in that. Ard that is a very good way tbr me to work. And

with the assistant director always there sitting listening, it's like having a vote: if he

nods. you're right!

Ethnographer: 1A74EI What about s,u.dent groups: have they given expressions of

support? Any recognition of what's happening?

Informant: 1A 741 Each year I get some nice cards and things from groups I talk to

like mature age nurses with their choc,flates and so on	 from occupational health

people : so they recognise the service that has been given to them particularly.

Eth nographer: 1 A 75E I Rut Studen Union hasn't been politically active to put

pressure.

Informant: 1A751 Yes, extending to tiat, I've had very little input from the student

union. They don't seem to be interested further than the cause at that level. They say

some nice things in the handbooks, hu that's about it. I've asked them, for example,

to provide mentors, to provide tutorirg services and things like that, and they are a

little bit more interested in student politics and they are leaving the learning situation

to me.
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Ethnographer: 11301E1 Grand Tour Question: a typical day in the life of your work on

campus.

Informant: IROI I There will he messages on my desk from various people. And if

there isn't I either work out who I am going to see today to plan for the semester; or if

it's in-semester, . sorry, if it's in a holiday, and 'we are running a program, it is usually

straight into teaching.

Ethnographer: 11302E1 So there is a dichotomy there between the two: as between

semester and holidays, with holidays being much more directed and straight forward:

semester might be much more ...

Informant: 113021 Well 	 from my point of view, because I preler 	 I would prefer

to be doing the teaching. To come in at nine and just do the teaching all the time

and ... for me ... running workshops and things is easier than coming in at nine

o'clock and thinking I have to go and see so-and-so to go and find this and that

pushing paper around basically . . and planning.

Ethnographer: 11-303E1 Good	 . telephone messages. what sorts of telephone

messages would there be?

Informant: 113031 Usually where	 . maybe I wasn't in the office late the day before

I was over in Economics or some place ... it's people saying " Phone so-and-so.

he's interested in a program..." those sorts of messages. Usually from students.

Ethnographer: 11304E 1 Now you mentioned the Department of Economics as an area

you go to ...

Informant: 113041 hconomics and Accounting, those are my two areas.

Ethnographer:11105E1 And tell me a little bit about those departments.

Informant: 113051 In what way?

Ethnographer: IBO6E1 Whom do you see in there? And what do you do with them?

Informant: 113061 Well, I am in the process of building up relationships, and have been

since May 119911, And so there are . . there's . . there are two in Economics who

I'm	 who I sort of connect with. And there's one, .	 two, ... three in Accounting.
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Ethnographer: 11307E I Now how did yl.:u come to be connected with those people,

what 'was the procxss that led to that? Did Jim suggest that you contact those people,

or .. 2 Did you go and make cold calls on them?

Informant: (B071 The job that the Head of ... the Dean of the Faculty 0! Business

made some money available., because they realised that they needed help with non-

English speaking background students. And so that initial amount of money wa s m

salary from May to December. And !,o I knew that I had to make contacs with

people in Accounting and Economics. I was given an initial name in each and then

things spread from that.

Ethnographer: (I308EI Among the five j)eople, are there different sorts of experiences

you have had with them?

Informant: 113081 Yes, they are different, in terms of their attitude towards overseas

students, and the way in which they should be educated basically.

Ethnographer:11309El And how do they vary? What are the variations?

Informant: (1309( They vary from believing that it is everyone's duty to do something

about it ... to ... it's everyone else's ( my but theirs to do something about it. And

very often I am the sounding board for all their thoughts ... and frustrations very

often.

Ethnographer: 11310F ( So you have had some interactions about that .... any con-

flicts? What you could call conflicts about it?

Informant: 113101 Not conflicts against (sic). . . between . me; that I act as a

sounding board so there is a conflict between whether or not we should have overseas

students, and if we do, what sorts of things should we change, if . anything? Those are

the conflicts, not person-to-person.

Ethnographer:	 Has there beer any change over the period that you have been

here? Have you identified any change in attitude 	 just thinking globally about that?

Informant: (B 111 ... when I first started speaking to people, people were very

sort of ... "Oh good, I'm glad you're here!" I got the impression that they thought I

was going to change everything overniOn , . and it's sort of 	 . it's (informant's name]
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that's all for 'informant's name'. And as time has gone on. people have either

become more pleasant and more willing to tryout ideas; or have become more

confident in actually telling me what they really think, and haw begun to say things like

_ they have begun to tell me what they _ . what they really think as opposed to what

they'll say when they are with another colleague I suppose. The relationships have not

got closer because I don't see them _ I don't see them every day, and I might not

even see them once a week. But the relationship is there sufficiently for them to be

able to _ one person particularly to off-load on me _ and I sensed that in him, way

back when I first started the job. but it didn't come out until recently.

Ethnographer:113[2E1So off-loading in what sense?

Informant: )B 12) Basically saying "This is what the overseas students are making me

feel like. I don't want to change, I want someone else to take over this; and you do

something about it. Have you thought of doing this? _" In other words giving me

things to do that just aren't my role: and never will be, and ...and sort of putting

power on me that I haven't got. Assuming or wanting to assume that I can do

some thing.

Ethnographer: Very interesting!

Informant:113131 And I said, " Look, I can't do that, I understand your problem, but it

is .just not m y position".

Ethnographer: 11314[1 So we'll just have to see how that one develops. . _ So any

other sorts of telephone messages? There would he, as you say, those from people

wanting to start a program with you. Would they he people with fairly clear ideas

about what sort of assistance they want from you?

Informant: )B (4) Some people are very clear, and then when they join the program

they realise that it was I sar more complex. Other people are just being anxious and will

ask for whatever help they can get. And so telephone conversations vary between

say a minute to sometimes as long as five minutes. Especially in the second language

situation. It is often a simple request but it takes longer.
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Ethnographer: 11315E1 Now how do thee people vary? Do they vary across a range of

types or categories 	 of attitudes? ...to the kind of help that you can give?

In'formant: IB151 Yes, they have . I all either the person who can help them, or the

person who can solve everything, usually„ Those are the two extremes. Very often I

have the " magic wand". And so, the more I am in the job the more I am very clear

about	 with the students . 	 about wiat I am able to do. And as I say, I can only.

help and facilitate, I can't actually solve 	 you are the only person who can do that

... just	 mainly let .),ou see things dift■l-ently.

Ethnographer: 11316E1 Now the people who are . . who have the attitude that you

are a helper, a much more realistic attitide. what sorts of things do they come wanting

help with?

Informant: (B 161 Very often things like taking notes from lectures, organising time, .

and organisational things that . . then there's the English: " I want to be better at

speaking, I want to be better at writing ..". And I tend to lind that it's easier to cope

with the ones who want the writing a id the reading than it is with the other side.

Because I often think that again, they expect the magic wand 	 over the phone . .

" Well if you do this, you'll be able to improve." And they don't realise that it is a

whole process. Or if they do realise then they say that they haven't got the time for the

process to operate.

Ethnographer: (B 17E1 So we have, along the way, dealt with those who approach you

and expect you to solve everything . . among which arc improving the language

any other unrealistic expectations that they have? That they place upon mi?

Informant: 111171 Understandable unrealistic expectations. Things like ... very Wien

if )xiu are running a class	 . someone will come in with a resume or a. letter . „ to get

them re-entered to a course. And very often I get the feeling that they think that

because they've come to someone and because they've asked for help, therefore it will

solve itself. Almost as if I have some power that I don't, to go to the right person and

say " Hey, he came to me." . 	 I ge that feeling a lot. And that makes me feel

unnecessarily guilt y sometimes. And so I am constantly saying, " Look, this is what I
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would do, this is the approach I would take. but it might not work." I am constantly

clarifying all the time that don't go away and think that it will solve itself, because it

might not.

Ethnographer: 11318E1 So a lot of the interactions are really crisis interactions, aren't

they.

Informant: 113181 Some of them can he, and maybe they come in with one agenda, but

there is a hidden one. And depending on how quickly the relationship gets going,

depends on whether and how quickly you discover the hidden one.

Ethnographer: 1B19E1 Do rpm have any information about what proportion of the

students who come to you. and are crisis circumstances like that, in fact turn out to bc

hopeless cases and in fact drop out? Or go away ...?

Informant: IB19] I have only go( feelings rather than actual data. You sort of get a

feeling when they've . . sat there and they show to you .. and talked the situation

through • you sort of know that it's a hopeless case ... and you just you Call see

the writing on the wall.

Ethnographer:11320E1 Now there is a drop-out rate in hamomics and in Accounting.

Informant: 113201 I don't know if there is a drop-out rate, maybe there is, they certainly

. .. the Department is certainly very concerned about the level of English language.

Because they told me.

Ethnographer: 11321E1 And what does that mean that (hey are concerned about the

lewl of English language?

Informant: 1B211 To them, ... I get comments like "Just look at the spelling.. „ Do

they expect me to read all this? ... They haven't even answered the question. If they

had answered the question, at least they might have got one mark." Those sorts of

remarks from which I try and sift what the problem was that started all that.

Ethnographer: 1B22E1 Now if we could turn to the whole process that you mentioned

because it requires a whole process which students need to grasp and which some

do and some don't. And it takes a long time. What is involved in this "whole process"

of the way forward for students in these circumstances?
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Informant: 113221 Could we narrow it down?

Ethnographer: 1B23E1 Yes, eventually I would like to get to the whole picture, but

obviously you have in your mind that thue is something beyond what they have in their

minds about it. They come to you and !.ity " I need my language improved, I need my

writing skills improved. I don't understand (this or that] about certain problems in

Economics or in Accounting," And that's mixed up with English language understand-

ings; writing process understandings; anc so on and so forth; study skills: it is all a very

great " ball of wax". What wu're trying to do is work out ways in which you can offer a

program to them, now you started last :.ear, you've been working away at it, gathering

informal:ion on the problems. What is in your mind now on the Wray forward? In

terms of offering a whole process, a total process?

Informant: 113231 Well there's what I would like to happen and then there is whai: I

Mink will happen or is happening,

Ethnographer: 1[324E1 Yes, let's talk about one or the other.

Informant: 113241 What I think is happening is that we	 the members of staff wi.th

whom I have a good relationship in Economics and Accounting

# # # tape interrupted # //

...and I had an idea which still hasn't )lossomed, it is still in the bud stage, whereby I

would use role play to get them to spe .ik spontaneously rather than "They say this and

I say that . .. and so on.". . which is t)e, usual . sort of language classroom use of

role play.

Ethnographer: (1325E1 So you would set the role. The story line.

Informant: (1325( No, this is where the theory of drama in education comes into it,.

Basically. we did a whole group drama. And we had done some comparatory work

about people with cerebral palsy. An C listened to a tape . . . about a woman who had

a child with cerebral palsy, so using li!4ening skills and trying to understand all about

that. And then I split the group into . one was the Council., the local Council, and a

group from the spastic society, the local spastic society; and in role myself, as teacher in
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role. I went to each group and to the people from the Council I was in role as a

person from the Ministry who wanted to tell them that on no account must they give

the Spastic Society more money this war. Because we wanted to spend the money on

defence. And then I went to the other group, to the Spastic Society as the mother of

someone ... whose child had died because the kerb hadn't had a dip in it; and I had

heard that they had approached the Council for extra funds and this is my story and I

just wanted them to know how important it is to me and how they are doing such an

important job.

113261 And the drama started from there really where both groups met. And without

any script, it was just spontaneous. And speaking from feelings rather than from

mechanical models, That was basically , . it had all sorts of flaws in it. I videoed it.

There were all sorts of problems from my teaching point of view, but they enjoyed it,

and they did talk.

Ethnographer: 11327F,1 Are there any other leading ideas in the literature that you're

interested in?

Informant: 113271 Because it is all very new to me, I've . . I am always interested in

the politics of teaching, Why people teach in the ways that they do; and what are the

long-term effects of socially and philosophically of what people do. And at the

Conference it was touched upon that there was one way of teaching which one speaker

considered to be fascist; and one that was considered not to be. And that interests me.

And so I would like to get my teeth into the theory ... because it's a. new theory, it's

all new theory, language theory	 . it's all new to me,

Ethnographer Interview concluded.
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Ethnographer:	 F I Question Cone( rnirw, Source Books Which Reflect Philoso-

phies:

Informant: )COO Both those books h ye influenced my thinking: given me some

understanding of the issues lacing students from non-English speaking backgrounds

ICIanchy and Ballard

Ethnographer: ICO2E I What sorts of ideas. broadly speaking?

Informant: ICO1I ... things like ... the fact that ...just the difference in learning

styles, so ... that kw a number of stude lts coming from overseas, their learning styles

and their cultures tend to be very different to the learning styles that arc expected

here, the kinds of thinking processes that students have to apply to the courses here.

and that ... it has given me that sort of understanding. I have no formal qualifications

in teaching students from non-Eng,list -speaking backgrounds (NITS11), and I have

found it useful to read these sorts of texts to gain an understanding.

Ethnographer: )CO3E1 And now, can :,ou recall any times when those ideas informed

any decisions which you made? Recen 2 Or when you changed tack because of

these kinds of ideas?

Informant: 1C►3)	 )lengthy pause)	 . yes I may do it. but may not be conscious of

it

Ethnographer: ICO4E I How are your programs developed, are they developed by

discussions all round?

Informant; 104) Yes, \Nell I really elicit from the students the problems they perceive

themselves to be having .. you know I get them to tell me which areas they are

having most trouble with. and then we sort of organise classes on that basis. Invariably

most of the students say they are having 	 same problems	 and so I just structure

my classes accordingly. It's really on tIe basis of students' responses. Also in consulta-

tion with the lecturer; particular lecturers 	 how they .

Ethnographer: ICO5E ) Can you rem I one of those consultations?
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Informant: ICO51 With the lecturer? „ Yes „ Well. NA/hen I was first Lung up b y one

of the lecturers in law, she . I met with her and her main concern was students'

difficulties in actually structuring the assignment: in actually knowing how to present a

coherent well organised answer to the assignment question: so yes „ . she really

wanted me to work with students on that specifically. That was her main concern.

Also formulating answers to exam questions.

I-qhnographer: ICO6E I Now what happened at that consultation, or at typical

consultations: do you find that you are in a dialogue of sonic kind, or do you find that

you're leading the way along these ideas from Clanchy and Ballard or ...

Informant: IC061 I work primarily with two lecturers ... now ... consultations I have

with the two of them arc quite different. I guess one lecturer is quite happy for mc to

lead the way. And actually is interested in my views and ways of doing things, whereas

the other lecturer is more directive. She's clearer about what she wants me to do: it's

not such an interactive process.

Ethnographer: ICO7FI What are some of those things that she is more directive

about?

Informant: IC071 Well, she just says all right the problems that they have are these

right? These are the here and now, these are the difficulties, at the present time.

Ethnographer: ICO8F J She would listen to misunderstandings they have?

Informant: IC08l She would _ pick out concrete examples of problems that they are

having in their writing. But I don't think, even though she may be sympathetic, to the

fact that they come from different cultures, with different . „ learning styles, that

that is not her prime concern, that's dealing with . that's bad luck that they have

these problems, but " this is what I am dealing with at the moment. They are here.

they have been accepted in the institution, they have to pass this subject".

Ethnographer: ICO9F I Now the other one, how does it change?

Informant: IC091 Now,,.. he, yes, certainly he had a specific concern, and that's why

he called us in to work with him, that students were having difficulties answering,

problem questions for the exams and also tackling the essay questions set. Ile wanted
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some assistance from us co actually he p the students structure essays: similar sort of

concerns to (name of lecturer', the other law lecturer, but ... I've been working ior

him for longer, this is my third war of working with him and I think he's interest

he ... yh _ ah ... our consultations have gone into philosophical discussions. And

in fact he's interested in hearing about all of these concerns, issues that face overseas

students because I think that he sees this as important. For him to have this know-

ledge is important in order for him to then perhaps temper the way he teaches: and

being, mindful of how he actually struct Tres his classes and the content that he uses. I

think that he has taken it in to his own caching and format

Ethnographer: IC IOU There's a cortrast there between two different people that

you haw encountered. This has been tie process of expanding the boundary into that

department in meeting . . . it's almost a kind of a dialectic I guess • . a dialectic of

forces occurring between those people who are 'wanting to find out more from w.-)ti and

those people who are not as tuned in, but are very clear about the needs.

Informant: 1C101 Oh es, and very ccncerned about addressing those needs, just a

different approach.

(C1111Discussion about texts and sot. ices: Mastering Law Studies and Law Exam

Techniques, Richard Kreever, How to :3tudy Law: How to Evaluate Lecture Material:

Flow to Prepare Notes, b y Butterworth. More basic is Writing Academic English. An

in-house booklet has been produced: - )ut now needs to be revised. More attention

needs to be given to the paraphrasing technique: important in law: footnoting tech-

nique is now better understood by the infOrmant: and it requires revision as a conse-

quence. Especially all of this addressing the needs of NESB migrant students.}

1C121 A handout was shown to the ethrographer, typical of those used in class: "

taking Skills": Skills": two passages were given for paraphrasing:

Informant: 1C131 We worked through that process within the class, like _ . the steps

involved in actually paraphrasing. I referred them to the information that I had

produced on paraphrasing in this booklet, to use, in order to actually efficiently

paraphrase. But, what I did, seeing	 as a result of doing this class, I realised that a
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lot of them struggled with that, the process of actually writing a paraphrase, I then

produced this more detailed „ . step by step process of how they could go about it.

And so we looked ... like I just . _ put the passage up the top again and I sort of

then listed the legal terms to be retained, then I actually gave words, a list of words

(sorry) from the passage: and synonyms that could be used, within the paraphrase.

Now I also _ . it's not in this .. but I also gave them a sample paraphrase that they

could have come up with. Now, I didn't anticipate when I started this that I would

need to do it ... do that sort of detailed breakdown ... but it seems a lot oil students

are struggling with that process, and that's why I did it. Is that relevant?

Ethnographer: IC 14E I Yes it is, and it is something that I am familiar with myself

too: I mean the task of getting students generally to paraphrase is a difficult one. To

paraphrase creatively and individually is very difficult. They see it as copying out word--

for-word: and lock-step swapping or words.

Informant: IC 141 Very stilted, ending up with something that is very stilted.

IC151 You see, one fundamental problem we have is that because law texts are very

difficult to comprehend, the actual content is so difficult to comprehend, that students

shy away from even attempting to paraphrase ... they just don't get past that first step

of actually understanding the meaning of the passage. So that's where the essence of

the problem lies, they reall y don't understand the material. And that actually accounts

for a lot of the Nf',SB students. And	 I mean _ this is just a small passage from

one of their texts which they had to read ibr the essay, at least is gave them an

understanding of the skill: they could see the steps they needed to apply, even though

they would have liked me to have gone through every passage of every text and have

done it!!! At least it was something.

Ethnographer: IC16E1 So tell me how it went, how did it go?

Informant,: IC 161 Well I felt that this was highly successful. The students gave me very

positive reedback about the usefulness of' working on this  I think they

understood more clearly what the process was. I think they had heard of this term and

they didn't realise that this is what they were supposed to do: to paraphrase, they really
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We ren't clear about what was in y(flved: and that 1 think for many of them they said

"Oh look.. ... wu know , 1 just swapped a word or two around" and they essentially

just used the text; just eliminated the odd word. They realised, actually, working

through it in this detailed way that they were able to do more than that. That in fact

they did have a bit more flexibility. And I think. they found it useful.

tithnogra.pher: (C 17F. Do yt-)u recall tie process you went through in deciding to do

that? I mean . . we are not now talking about the process of writing the thing up,

getting it out on the word processor, prir Ong it off ... and ... photocopying it off, and

sharing it with the students, we are not t,tiking about that at all. We are talking about

the process of the germination of an that you felt that something was required

there, and so wu went through a process of perhaps talking to others., perhaps talking

to yourself about it, and then making a decision, " Yes, now that's what's got to be

done."

Informant: (C 17J Yes, well what I d : d. was actually talk to the lecturer. This is

actually more "A". which is their first unit: it is for Contract Law. I spoke to the

lecturer about it. I mean . 	 this is not something that I have just hit upon this

semester. All through the course, with their essays, and I am seeing students 	 sorry

, I will rephrase that	 from the time that I started this work, I could see from

looking at students essays, that they had major difficulties with paraphrasing text.

because invariably what I would read in their essays is copied text 	 straight copy.

And 1 also . „ see it's really only from r getting more understanding of what the essay

requires them to do in Law „ undet stand the content more myself , that I have

been able to pinpoint these difficulties finally. Initially I thought that I should acquaint

them with all the different note taking skills. And I think I did that because I thought

well they should know all these things, but now that I have been working more closely

with the students for a period of time, I realise that the requirement is more one of

paraphrasing rather than summarising 1 know now from talking to the lecturer much

more clearly what he is wanting from tile students.
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IC I 81 So it is really _ I suppose I have worked more from the general to the specific.

if you like, I suppose I am trying to home in on things that I can see as being very

specifically useful to them and their wTiting. And they are obviously transferable skills,

but they arc particular skills that are required.

Eth nographer: 19F I If we draw a triangle like that, which would indicate the

germination of the idea to the time when you decided " Right, I am going to sit down

and do that." How long would that time frame be?

# # Refer to audio cassette Ibr interchange here _ , trying to get an understanding

about details of the time frame.'

Informant: IC191 Last semester.

Ethnographer: IC20E1 Was that the start?

Informant: 1C201 That was the beginning, . yes .

Ethnographer: 1C2 IE1 The germination of the idea.

Informant: Yes,

Ethnographer: 1C22E1 At what period in the semester? At. what point in time?

Informant: 1C221 Probably three-quarters of the way through the semester.

Ethnographer: 1C23F1 October. And then, so you thought about the problem, and

when did you decide that you were going to sit down and type that up?

Informant: 1C231 A quarter of the way through this semester _ , April. It has also

been prompted by some work that I did on a paper that I gave at the seminar, which

was in March.

Ethnographer: 1C24E1 So it is highly likely that the seminar paper did stimulate your

thinking about it

Informant: 1C241 Well I think it helped to crystallise a number of things.

Ethnographer: 1C25E1 Rut prior to that you were ticking over in the back of your

mind, lhr quite some time, all through the vacation.

Informant: 1C251 Yes _ it was 	 'lengthy search for the paper

1Sonie notes are found and discussed
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1C261 I try to point out to students that tIere is no correct paraphrase „ . that there

are a number of ways that youcan actual)/ write a paraphrase, and that this is one ...

so . just to give them an idea, We actually came up with two or three . . . l'Our

different versions in class. I think the students actually lOund it quite useful to actually

see an end product.

Ethnographer: IC27E1 Now apart fror i 	 would there be any other actors in this

decision making process, or did you make this decision on your own?

Informant: IC271 No. This is my own decision.

EtIrnographer: IC28E1 So . there is our first decision: a decision to produce a

handout on paraphrases. The question 's whether there are others hanging around in

the air.

Informant: 1C281 Other decisions?

Ethnographer: Yes, 'Interview conclucedi
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Informant: (DOH Jim has a saving: (taken as a jokel" suck it and see. .	 we would

try things Out we would look at what had happened in the past , _ listen to what

departments had to say about what they want ask them what they had been doing

_ and then see if the process that they had been working through required some

adjustment. I think that's what it usually turns out to be: _ . that nursing group, there

Was that expectation that if we \vent in and spoke to a hundred people, although they.

had already spoken to a hundred people, that., that the difference would lie there:

whereas our perception would be no that's not it, It's the whole context in which it is

being delivered to the students _ that is the crucial point.

11)021 And our nursing experience means that when we get a request from group 23

here (page 11) we'll draw on, on what happened there.

11)031 I think that a lot of decisions that are made are based on informal staff meet-

ings. We have a meeting in here, over lunch once a week, and its partly just to keep in

contact with each other as human beings. 13ut we will talk about issues, things that

have gone wrong. We'll talk about the disasters we have had, and then look for

suggestions from each other as to how others would respond to it, .."

Ethnographer: ID04F I Now, that's everyone?

Informant: ID04-1 No, because all the stall in my area are part time I meet with the

people here on Mondays because it is the only day the other two are in and I meet

with the people over on the other side on Wednesdays. I don't meet with everyone.

We've got one girl who is in on Friday, another girl who is in two days a week. Those

meetings are with the people who have been here the longest _ . those regular

meetings. But we would have „ for example if there was a project coming up we

might have a meeting when we would all get together. People will conic at a time

when they are usually not here.

Ethnographer: ID05k I Now, of the members of staff here, are you the person who

does a lot of the contacts with the people at Peter Street?

Informant: (1)051 Yes.
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Ethnographer: 'D06E1111 fact you are a bridge person between here and there.

Informant: ID061 That's right. My roe is to coordinate the academic skills program

here and the NESB program over there.

Ethnographer: ID07E I Now, to whit' extent do they still use languages other than

English over there; they were actually using Vietnamese and so on as part of the

program; is that correct what I have said?

Informant: IDO7j They may have done a little bit of that with Betty Au, but not since

I haw been here, I think m y comment (in that would be that if we 'here working with a

group of NESB students and there was an issue of concept that one student could

explain to another better in their first :anguage, that that would be appropriate; aad

then we'd look at expressing that idea in English. But no there hasn't been sessions

conducted in another language. I \kiwi( think it would be inappropriate to have a rigid

system in which English was the only language spoken when you walked in the door.

Ethnographer: !DOW I I must get owl there and have a look: they were experiment-

ing with interactive video, and so on, is hat still going?

Informant: ID081 We've found that the technical equipment we do use to put variety

into the program in summer schools; but generally it isn't something that attracts a lot

of interest during semester.

ID091 Our in-semester programs usually fall into two clear sub-sections: in the first

phase we offer English language classes that are heavily subscribed to ... if you look at

this here . . now the numbers who participate in those sorts of classes drop off

towards the mid-semester break and they do continue; some of them continue and

some of them disband because the students move into groups: they would move into

study groups and they would move into parallel tutorials. The interactive video tit in

more to the self-access category so the interactive video; language mastery and all

those sorts of things come under the heading of computer aided language learning:

and you can see that our student numbers aren't very high there.

Ethnographer: ID 10E1 Jim was expressing the opinion that he was turning, away from

computer technology.
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Informant: If )101 Well I think in a way it's been (breed on us because students would

much rather have interaction with ourselves; and I think that was one of the decisions

behind the strong mentor program that we've got now and that one of the goals of the

mentor would be to provide conversation practice.

Ethnographer: 11)11E1 Well now, if we could pause there, there's a clear decision:

when did that take place?

Informant: I During last year, I had been reading on the cultural disorientation of

people who had recently arrived in the country and I felt that as part of the holistic

approach we should be offering something beyond the courses that we run; that we

should be looking at broader lite issues of the students. So I employed a mentor who

conducted sessions two lunchtimes a week and I . asked her to read the two books

Studying Abroad and Studying in Australia. So that over lunch students could talk

about how hard it is here; you have difficulty making friends or you're working in

course here and ou see your friends' social life and your family restrictions so that you

are living in two worlds; so as well as the academie expectations the lifestyle expecta-

tions ...those sorts of things. That program was very successful, the person who ran it

was really committed and she'd planned questions and it went really well. So when

student mentors are appointed they are asked to read those two books; so they sit at

the desk and they answer telephone calls and they respond to inquiries and in between

time they read those books. Now we haven't got any conversation classes running at

the moment but the group who were part of the conversation class last year have

continued to get together and have lunch together regularly without the supervision of

„ So I think we played a part there in establishing a network of students.

11)121 So getting back to that thing of technology, I think students have rejected it

because somehow it's not close enough to them.

Ethnographer: 1 •)13E1 I remember reviewing some of those materials and they were

extremely well put together: ways in which to get on ill a setting: what to say, things to

do, how to write a letter R m and so on .. particularly well put together . vet you say

they were not attractive to students.
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Informant: 11)131 They would enjoy them in summer and winter school; as 1 say they

would give variety We used one called 'I he Ocky Barbie: and after our summer and

winter school programs we asked our students if they would like to continue anything

or take a new direction that might be current or to reinforce something that might be

covered: and it's often the case that students would say that they would like to finish a

particular program: for example, I used the Alex Mains tapes in the winter school this

year and from that we set up a little group that came in and we looked at all the tapes,

there must have been six or eight tapes that would have covered six or eight weeks.

We looked at other written material that was related to what he talked about on the

tapes. We had discussions about how thi igs that were in the tapes related to their own

situations, And that I feel was most valuable, because they were able to say within the

group. well, .. you know for me it's quite different ...and just. to send students to

look at a video in isolation doesn't enable them to look at themseive.s and how I-Lhey

approach things and come to terms with the way the tapes were made maybe legiti-

mately different from what's going on somewhere else. But that sort of activity runs its

course

Ethnographer: ID 14E) One point that wanted to ask was, say you had meetings whli

staff and so on ... with Jim, Marg.

Informant: 11)141 No the regular mee-ings I have, the weekly meetings are ittst with

the people in the language centre.

Ethnographer: 1D15E1 That's with FIekm, Fl y .

Informant: 11)151 And owr in Peter Street Geraldine and Rhonda and I are able to

get together.

Ethnographer: IDI6F1 And how mud time would you spend in that kind of thing?

Informant: 11)161 Well, 's an hour 	 once we've established an hour that we have

in common, it's regular. It works more here than it does over in Peter Street. In First

Semester it was very constant in Peter Street, but we've had people taking time off or

holiday, so it hasn't been as regular.

Ethnographer:11)17E1 And the meet ngs with Jim, how do they take place?
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Informant: 11)171 They're irregular; I will have impromptu meetings with Jim fairly

often; that could be a couple of times a week; the whole department meeting together

it used to happen more regularly than it has more recently: and it's something that,

once we have them all together, we tend to say it should happen more often: and then

Marg [with laughter' will accept the task of finding a common time ...I think that we

would all say that everybody is fairly accessible,

Ethnographer: 1D18E1 And how is the atmosphere at the Christmas party?

Informant: 11)181 We get together much more often than the Christmas party: the

most recent get-together was ... in August ... late Jul y 1 think it was and it's really

wry nice ... casual . . at somebody's place . .1,w had an election eve function at our

house this year . „ we went out and bought pizzas . . it was very casual 	 the last

time was at Liz's . . we all took along a dish; people played piano, people mixed

around and talked: yes, it's good.

Ethnographer: 11)19E1 Well, that's impressive.

Informant: ID 19J Yes, a very caring department, as when home work is pressing and

demanding„ there is always a friend ‘yho will stand for Nou \Oen you need it.,

Ethnographer: 1D20E1 There is a lot of material which you have given me here today

which is relevant to the organizational charter.
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Ethnographer: 1E01E1 Grand Tour Qucstion: a typical day in the life of .your work on

campus

Informant: 1F011 It depends a bit on tl c timetable, at the moment, the shape of the

day is the least predetermined than it would be further on in the term. Because we're

still defining we are in the process o 'defining our roles and particular responsibili-

ties at the moment.; and while Jan and Co. are away, I of course am the front person

here answering the phone: and will combine teaching, reception, with answering the

phone: and I take virtually all-comers, as far as I can accommodate them. And with

the constant proviso that these sorts o 'arrangements will probably change. I may

change the focus of my teaching once we have determined clearly what that will be,

but ... having arrived here in Februa.ry list rear, my particular brief is to work with the

Chemistry Department ... students .. 	 presentation, structure, and various details

of the limited exercises and laboratcry reporting. That went on (Or one semester:

and it was just one aspect of the work I did: and one of the particular reasons for

appointing me although I have no ev)ertise in chemistry. My background is in

literature and a later layer of ESL, teach ng and so on; .. so I tended to have a range

of students from nursing to digital con puters: computing: members of staff writing

notes, students with failed research projects in humanities; overseas qualified Dip Ed

students:	 nursing students ... the full range. the only area I really didn't dabble in

much was business law which Helen has made her specialty.

1[021 So I have tended to ZOOM around in a fairly non-specialist way. And done

more individual teaching than is usual lere: and there really is I think some debate

and clarification to be done about the extent to which we can offer individual assist-

ance. Whether the increasing pressure of student numbers means that we will be

offering classes in order to economise on our time. And ... personall y I think there is

a fair hit to be considered; whether having classes is necessarily more efficient than

working with individuals, Like it depends on the students' needs so I see my role as ..

at the moment ... accommodating as many students as I can reasonably deal with 	 .

fairly individually, though I've done some 	 one pair turned into a group of twelve. It
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sort or snowballed. I have notions of things that I think ought to happen or that I

would like to do ill had the time. But it tends to be fairly, for me, pretty much

responding to the demands of students who come in the door wanting assistance

(student enters seeking assistance I. If there's a _ . you know, if it is not appropriate, if

there is not a class or something offering then I will see what 1 can do in an interim

way; but I ...at the moment my arrangements are fairly provisional.

_ IA break to attend to the needs of a student]

1[031 I have been telling you that things are fairly provisional and undetermined and I

would like to. I suppose, clarify, for my own peace of mind, and also in the interests ()l -

uny future in this place, whether I do have a fairly determined role or _ 1 mean there

are very good things about this job in that one can _ there's a fair bit of flexibility in

terms of who I see and who I don't, but at times it's . . and you simply cannot

accommodate everyone. It's very difficult when you suddenly say well, you know,

despite the fact that we have this open door, we've got to close it, we'll put you on

hold, we'll take your names and details, but we can't assist: and some of the students

really are obviously' in fairly major difficulties. And I do find that quite a tug. That

sometimes „ well I'm reluctant to turn people away.

Ethnographer: IHO4E I I,et's just talk a little bit about interventions; this seems to be

at the heart of what :Non do. Are there different sorts of interventions?

Informant: 1[041 Yes.... sometimes; the job ranges greatly in that sometimes they

really have no understanding, or limited understanding, of the task they're performing.

So one is involved in a fair bit of eliciting from them what they' think they are doing or

why they haw come here. I mean I tend not to say, to assume let me have a look at

your work and 1 will tell you what's wrong with it; but rather to ask them if they would

identify what they think the needs are: and why they have come and how I can best

help them. And sometimes you get a fairly helpless response . _ I just have no idea

what I am required to do. Then 1 will probably start by looking at the topic and _

They will sometimes come very early in the stage of writing something. The opposite

end of them is the person who drops a great bundle of papers on the desk saying,
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essentially, " Would you mind proof reading this for Inc? And tell me if it is OK."

And that is the one I often have great difficulty with because I don't generally see

myself as a killing proof reader. Put ing the seal of approval on ,somebody's work_

On the other hand one needs to try and assist students in proof reading, if they haw

really got a minimal idea of the structure of a paragraph; and if they haw got no idea

of how to punctuate, then one tries to point that out. I3ut sometimes I do more of the

proof reading than I would think was appropriate.

Ethnographer: 1E05E1 There is kind of an acceptable proof reading role and an

unacceptable proof reading role.

Informant: 1E051 Yes, and 1 am not at ;111 sure that I have a clear unambiguous sen!,(2

of what that is. I think quite often it is a question of how the student approaches it

and what kind of demand they are placing upon a person in my position; how far I am

prepared to offer assistance but I think •t is, generally speaking. pedagogically not very

sound to be doing things Ibr students which they are capable of doing lbr themselves

after you give them a few hints or pointcrs on how to do it.

1E061 Sometimes students really are ye 'yimportunate. And I have a student coining

today who has been most insistent; a Chinese „ fourth year . . a Chinese--

Vietnamese bloke who is very capable. )i.tt he wants to increase his skill in English; he

says " I inust have two hours of your urdivided attention." And I said that I am really

not sure that I can provide that, nor (Jo I think you need it and he is .. there was

always had a very pleasant working relationship but it has been very much on his

terms and he is inclined to break appo:ntments, or just come and say "Well I haven't

got anything that I want to do with you today." And he has occupied that spot I in the

timetable). So I am now saying "I really think you ought to make appointments when

you think you need assistance. And 1 cannot promise you two hours a week." But he

really can't conceive that other studen's' needs are as important as his. So you don't

really want to moralise . . but because there is a relationship sometimes students can

presume on that and feel that you will tlways be available.
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Ethnographer: 1E07E1 Are there different kinds of interventions? . students ap-

proach to clarify limited understandings about assignments (a straightlbrward interven-

tion) ...and then there is another category of proofreading ...are there other

different kinds of interventions?

Informant: IF ,071 Well of course, when people ask fix proof reading, what they often

need is something other than putting full stops in the right places. You look at the

words and discover that really the student has no idea of paragraphing-, a wry limited

grasp of an appropriate discourse in the subject. and if it's, ... if it's the day before the

submission of the essay, I quite often say, " Look . if I had time to look at this I

really am doing something very limited, I feel that next time you write an essay you

ought to consider some of these .

Ethnographer: 1E08E I That's crisis infbrmation.

Informant: 1E081 That is all it is. I had a student yesterday, come in, who obviously

should have come to one of the study groups, who rang me to talk about the topic,

because she had a very, very limited grasp of the range of

Ethnographer: 1E 09E Formal study group is another intervention.

Informant: 1E091 Yes, this was in fact a fairly informal study group over a limited

period. and with a group of nursing students, whom I had met when I was taking my

part of the summer school. And so as soon as they got this assignment, they were

mature-age students, very anxious and under confident, and they said "O.K., we are a

study group, can we have a group . " A couple of their friends came in and the

group gradually swelled. Rut what I wanted them to do was talk to one another

because, as I pointed Out to them, "... I am not a nursing tutor. I have a limited grasp

of the subject material, but it looks to me as though you should be interpreting the

topic much more broadly than you are." In things like the summer school program \ ve

look at the way questions are asked at tertiary level and we ... if the group is predomi-

nantly nursing students or humanity students or whatever we choose appropriate topics.

And they are nearly always of sufficiently general interest fir wu to say. that when you

get a " discuss" topic, you are being expected not just to present one point of view or
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whatever; so that they have got some idea of general expectations of the tertiary exam,

We talk about the appropriate linguisti,.: register . . . down to the structure of para-

graphs: the ways in which the presentatien is improved; that you put in various Sorts 01

transitions. You can give people a number of general hints and examples of what it

might look like in practice. There is neErly always a kind of character of students who

want then to get you to look at what the y are doing or discuss what they are doing, .

and that can be quite an extensive sort of intervention. Sometimes their heed is not as

great as they think; but, especially at the beginning of their course, they may require a

lot of reassurance.

1E 101 I am increasingly interested in getting them to talk to one another ... to break

up the sense of isolation.,

Ethnographer: 1E11E1 We mentioned that study groups are in lOrmal study groups.

Are there lOrmal study groups?

Informant:1E111 Well there are but I am not taking any. Helen is taking students in

the . . Business Law.

Ethnographer: 1E12E1 How are we distinguishing formal groups from informal

groups?

Informant: 1E121 I don't know whetk r we would be calling it a formal study group

exactly. The students are self-selecting .. and respond to an invitation depending on

when she is available and she has had many more than she can cope with. But site

works very closely with the lecturers. Aid that has become almost entirely her job. So

she doesn't do a lot of work outside th t area. She does a little, but has tended not to

take any more students.

Ethnographer: 1E13E1 So Helen is associated with the scheduling of formal study

groups.

Informant: 1E131 Yes, but whether she would call them formal study groups I am not

sure. 'nose groups would continue. ov(. r the whole semester.
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Ethnographer: 1E14E1 Now you and I are distinguishing formal from informal study.

groups on the grounds that informal study groups are much more adventitious in their

fOrmation.

Informant: 1E141 They are not developed by a formal connection with the Depart-

ment. They are more likely to _ although that may progress _ I mean, I have just

had a Japanese student and another student arrive yesterday doing the same course,

same difficult material; I think that they would benefit by working together, and

possibly getting a couple of others so that _ , while I would hope to look at their

writing, I think that a lot of the things that I am saying by way if general pointers are

just repeating what I would prefer; and I would also prefer them to be assisting one

another, But at the moment I don't have a Ibrmal connection with those people taking

that course. They have referred students here. But I am probably doing more

uninlOrmed guess work as to what the expectations are on students, than 1 lelen would

he who is working in the area of Business Law.

1E151 And unless one establishes a pretty close relationship with a kindred spirit

well one who is concerned about students' progress ... it tends to be a more ad hoc

attempt to assist students, and sometimes they come in pairs or they come singly and 1

. it has now been suggested that I should now focus my work on the Humanities

Department, specifically communication area; because that is _ the staff there have

suggested that students are in need. But I think it is going to be broader than that: I

think the Australian Cultural Studies students; especially the overseas students from

non Fnglish-speaking background; students in that category VIt'a t a lot of assistance

because the material they are being presented with is obviously culturally wry specific

and they don't want they don't have the background and linguistically, they are very

limited. So, _ I don't know that it is an impossible task, I mean I just was looking at

_ . glancing at live chapters of a book by White Ethnographer: Inventing Australia

_ views of nationhood and national identity and so on.

interrupted by a telephone call
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Informant: (E I6( (Referring to a stude it I Generally won't make a regular appoint-.

ment, she will come when she has got a task to do and she just wants to discuss it or

show me ... to show a draft of what she has done and say "What do you think here."

and she has fairly constant _ a few grammatical problems in some category, but she

is generally very able and I think . .

Ethnographer: 1E17E1 On this occasion you are quite confident that it will be a short

meeting, just a confirmation of what she has picked up already: and that all she is

coming to you for is a confirmation that hings are OK.

Informant: 1E171 I think quite often, yei, and sometimes I will go through a few pages

of her work with her and suggest that sh.. might need . . " Looks to me as though this

needs expansion" but the relationship I have with her is very different, say, from the

one I would have with the Japanese stucent who, I think, I mean I have had to recom-

mend that she gets hold of a. Macquarie dictionary fast or she will simply not compre-

hend the material she is dealing with. ..st "digger" she thought was a person who dug

holes in the ground; and the Japanese/ English dictionary that. she had can't possibly

assist her with that. I mean I certainly feel that I have got more to offer, conceptually,

to a student who is working in an area with which I am relatively familiar. That is.

know more about Australian history and literature, etc, than I do about economics ....

certainly , , I know more about nursing than I know about business law. But. just

because my mother was a nurse and I have had considerable experience of the medical

field in the last few years but, ... I have some idea of the sorts of things that are going

on there. but I don't have any particularly proprietorial interest in, in working in that

area. But I feel very comfortable with students who come in wanting to talk about the

material that miles from there.

1E 18( There is always a problem in tl- is job, it seems to me, you can assist students

better obviously if you have got some notion of what they are doing, even if you are

not working closely with members of s aff. But, quite often it is a matter of _ . guess

work. "I have no notion of whether er not your calculations are accurate, in this field

of engineering, but _is his term normally used? And if so, have you explained it
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fully? What is sour audience's expectation?" i suppose, you know, there are a number

of general principles about this course which one hopes to convey to students: that they

be aware of the expectations of a person reading what they write.

Ethnographer: IL l9FI Identifying the audience very clearly.

Inibrmant: 1E191 Yes, and the more 	 the more senior the student, the more confi-

dent they are that this is an appropriate . . this is sufficient information. What I am

concerned	 the more senior student is more likely to define the problem:. the more

under confident, ill prepared

Ethnographer: 1E20E) Let's come back to that Japanese student for a moment; she is

very interesting because sou have the knowledge of the Australian culture, the lingo,

and so on, but she hasn't, she is absolutely up hill; and she is reading this quite

advanced text about how in sociological principles one may theorise how this has conic

about, this picture of Australia, invented by Australians about Australia, and so on; she

really is up hill there isn't she?

Informant: 1E201 Yes, well I had . . I mean she was referred to me to look at her

grammar and expression. And I think that that is somewhat 	 „ it is a kind of a

euphemism for much larger deficits that are there. Because she is simply in fact

she has got a lot of initiative linguistically; that is she is constantly producing synonyms

and she uses a dictionary when she is not aware of the cultural content of an apparent-

ly simple word. She had a fair idea that there was some sort of hero notion [for

"digger"' but she had no idea what it related to ... and she is also, I think, not trained

in history. So she had no idea that what she was looking at was an interpretation over

.	 well she could see that there was a different time-span involved; and that there

sere suggestions of racism and all the reasons, but she couldn't really distinguish

really think that a lot of readers have a great deal of trouble identifying relevance in a

text ... and seeing precisely ... I mean they often say, " I have got such a lot to read,

can you help me improve my reading skills?" And )(1,-)u have to get them out of the

notion of speed reading; but to perhaps a more efficient reading. And I found myself

saying to a student yesterday who has left the task much too late: " 1.,00k at the chapter
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headings, what do you expect is likely tc he there? (You know) I look at the first and

the last paragraph. I haven't got time to sit here and look at five chapters so I am

going to do a quick skin-) " You hope that by example and discussion you can assist

them, And maybe we could formalise that, I mean, in some ways NW formalise those

sons of things in the Summer and Winter schools where we essentially look. at how

they can organise note-taking and so on

IF21i The task was to produce an 800 word precis of very complex material, I would

be extremely surprised i I the local kids handled it well and she has got the added

burden of the usual problems of tenses and sentence structure. But she is very

interested in . the place she is in: I con '1: think she is highly anxious so her willing-

ness to learn things will make her task i;iasier. She is not going to sit beside me like a

student did last week: " I'm getting nervous! I'm getting nervous! ... I don't think we

are getting an ywhere! Now! Do you think it is good. or is it no good?" Utterly

displacing the responsibility onto me; and so I felt

Ethnographer: 1E22E1 That is very much a nursing response. Nurses are very task

oriented: wry nntich "Get the job done. get along the 'way."

Informant: 1E221 Well, no, that is not q uite fair, that is a bit tough. No. this particular

student is one who is very ill-prepared for the course and I hope she is one of those

highly agitated personalities. thirly lim itc d, and expecting that there are people that are

there to assist her absolutely and should reassure her that everything she is doing is

hunky dory. And you can't say that, so .,vhen you say: " Look as far as it goes ii is fairly

accurate, but you have left out the major part of your question." She will throw her

hands up in horror,. And that sort of student one can find very wearing. I think, if ,Av

weren't. ill hadn't been so busy recently I might have, in the case of that student,

whom I felt the need .. mutually dissatisfied after . . but it doesn't happen very

often, Usually students are aware that 1 heir work is their own responsibility'. And they

are grateful to us for helping them: and one doesn't expect gratitude, but one doesn't

want bullying either.
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Ethnographer: 1F:2311 You do have a feeling that you have made progress. It is just

a feeling that you have.

Informant:1[23) No, no I think it is probably a mutually negative experience _ 13w

the business, of not only connecting the subject matter with the kind of person :smu are

encountering, it is obviously very important, and _ on occasions like this, with a very

anxious student I thought well perhaps my skills weren't up to it; or iny temperament

wasn't matching hers or something . _ I don't I'm not quite sure, I would be

theorising if I did, By and large one only meets a few of those students. Sometimes

you get students who are by nature over-dependent and you try and encourage

increasing independence. And though we haven't got an established doctrine around

the place, the notion is that we should not do students' work for them: assist them to

do it better for themselves; and _ I'm not sure that I haw clearly identified to you all

_ . to my own satisfaction the ways in which I would see myself helping students; but

sometimes, I mean, if I am working with a relatively newly arrived student like XX,

and she is dealing with material that she is in fact not capable of using or fully

understanding because of the language, the limitations of the vocabulary, the under-

standing, I will probably work on, I will arrange it once, you know, not try and inundate

her in doing this task; but one can say " Look, keep an eye open for suggestions 01

change over a period., _ a good dictionary," . _ and I found that the notes that she

took were _ had., .. 'tape side runs out: turned over)

([241 ... and there is probably a degree of cultural misunderstanding there too; it

could well be that in her previous education she, in fact, had to look for !tape vague

here. take this up with subject) _ but she hadn't done that, she had taken her

notes by transcribing what she thought were the essential things, in each section of the

experience diligently and then rephrasing them often in an inaccurate way; not

unintelligent, but often inaccurate. And so she had made the task pretty difficult. 13ut

I think referring her to us at this stage is very sensible; whether or not she will pass. 1

don't know, I don't think she will ultimately, but she might get something from the

course. So what I do there is very different, say from the first student who came in, the
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Chinese girl whose time will change who is in l'act Australian born and doesii't. have

any particularly linguistic problems but; with her I have tended to, well she tends to

shove a lot of work my way and want me to. not to OK. but perhaps suggest ways in

which she might condense or. rewrite. And I feel that I have done almost enough of

that because. I think. maybe I have allowed her to presume a bit, and ... I'm puttii4;

brackets around things and saying " repetition ... repetition ...". When I look at her

work this war I in fact think that I will in fact do this with it, and get her to do it. And

the pressure of the numbers we have, it i often difficult I think to teach as well as one

might; that is, you tend to look for the quick fix in order to accommodate as many

students as possible. And because we ac, in a sense, you know, arrange our time a

we think appropriate, I am always torn between knowing, I need time to think out what

I am doing and responding appropriately to the number of students who conic looking

for us. And we don't have offices wher, we would shut the door and say " I am not

available, I am only going to see you at X time." When I worked at Chisholm, we had

timetables with students' names on them and there would be slots where they could

know that there was this time available Ior them. But here it is a much more open

atmosphere, but it is also difficult to gel a bit of privacy or a bit of thinking space, so

we are probably still jointly thinking about it. And because I am right in the firing line

Idesk is directly opposite the door where students come inland have the phone„

uu know, last in 'appointed to the position', most exposed, ... that is . , . that can be

quite a trial.

Ethnographer: 1E25E1 Are there different sorts of telephone calls?

Informant: 1E251 Yes, the telephone rings much more often than I would like. I

haven't disciplined myself to put it thivtigh to the office, though that could be done.

But when yuu are sharing a room with other people who are coining and going you

don't really want to refer calls to the office so they have to leap up and run in.

Ethnographer:1E26E1So Noll take calls for others.

Informant: 1E261 Yes, well the phone 	 there Ion her desk]; and it is a joint phone for

this room, so there is a lot of message taking, leaving of notes.
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Ethnographer:1E27E1 And arc they private?

Informant:1E271 Very few, very few private, the majority arc students wanting to

make appointments or wanting to change class times or people ringing _ you know

_ professional colleagues ringing about a seminar that we held here; that is very tele--

phone time consuming.

Ethnographer; 1E28E1 Colleagues, members of the teaching staff.

Informant:1E281 Yes. And people within the Institute ringing about individual

students.

Ethnographer:1E29E1 You would call those consultative calls?

Informant:1[291 Yes, we get quite a lot of calls that are directed to us by the switch-

board, you know, people wanting to get coaching for their kids, we have quite a lbw

calls of that nature. I mean I had a doctor from Western General ring me about a

lady who required adult literacy classes, and he insisted on sending me a	 and I said

" Look, I really don't know about it but I can return some information" but nobody

wanted me to accept the letter because it goes on file, and I had to refer hint to his

hospital procedures. There are quite a lbw

Ethnographer: 1E30E1 And what made him decide to call here?

Informant:1E3011 have no idea. I think he probably rang the switchboard and _ .we

don't know what to tell people. We get quite a lot of inquiries from people who arc

looking for English courses; or full-time writing courses to prepare themselves

for academic study and I nearly always refer them to TA FE. But, you know, they're

not unreasonable requests because some tertiary institutions have attached language

centres and offer ancillary TA FE-style courses. Which we don't. And quite a lot of

inquiries from people in the work lbrce who want to improve their English. So there

are a lot of information requests. And I haven't had anyone ask me to solve a

crossword puzzle yet. My husband 1U niversity lecturer' gets those sorts of inquiries:

from Eloleproof " Ants' pants"„ _ (consultative process with Holeprooll.

1E311 !Referring to the (fatal It is not very systematic and I am not by nature a very

systematic person, but I feel for my owe	 . what?	 from my position at the moment
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after having beenThere Iior over a year, I 11.2ed to define more clearly what I am doing„

what I have got to offer, and what I ot...ht to be doing both for the benefit of the

students and the department and in the interests of what my brilliant career 'literary

background may or may not be.

Ethnographer: IE32EI There is a lot hen' that cannot he systematised.

Informant: 1E321 No it is not, because v ‘e are not teaching a subject as it were. We

have to provide a range of possibilities and probably, you know, I am one of those

persons who yearns for a focus and a purpose but I am not really by nature particularly

suited to it. So I would like to feel that there was some way of controlling and

organising what was going on, and yet the nature of the job makes such control and

organisation very difficult. One of the few controls one has is the diary with a range

available times and that's about it! A rid one way in which I can clarify ... the best

way of going about these is just to say ii' atat certain times I am not available, instead

of always wanting to be an assistant for vfiatever. One does these things, and someone

comes in and looks like a bona fide person who needs help right now. And you

attempt -to do it. I mean I do do sonic sorting and suggest to some people ... well

like the cou gh year student 'referred to previously' 	 I will not give them two hours

of try time even ill have got an available block at the moment because I think he

doesn't need it	 and it hogs my time ... and he is in the habit of breaking appoint-

ments ...brutal judgements from time ,o time!

Ethnographer: 1E33E1 But there is always the possibility that a person will come

through the door who is very different from anyone you have ever seen before. And

you will have to respond to that.

Informant: 1E331 Yes, there is a great variety, and that's ... you still offer what you

can to them. You need energy. I have to balance much better my time and resources

In fact hi am learning Chinese.
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